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Q1. In which book does this passage appear?

‘Ssshh!’ James whispered back. ‘Don’t let them hear you! 
They must be Cloud-Men!’

‘Cloud-Men! ’ they murmured, huddling closer together for 
comfort. ‘Oh dear, Oh dear!’



The answer is……..

James and the Giant Peach!



Q2. In Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory, which pence coin did Charlie 
find?



The answer is……..

A fifty pence coin!



Q3. True or false?
a. The last sentence of the chapter “The Queen” 
from the BFG is ‘No more snozzcumbers till 
tomorrow!’.  

b. Also from the BFG,  there is a chapter called “A 
Trogglehumper for the Fleshlumpeater”.

c. The names of the children of Mr and Mrs Greggs in 
the Magic Finger are Peter and William.                                                                                      



The answers are……..

a. false

b. true

c. False

Scores: none or 1 correct = 0 
2 correct = 1
3 correct = 2



Q4. What are the names of the three 
farmers in Fantastic Mr Fox?



The answer is……..

Farmer Boggis, Farmer Bunce and Farmer Bean

Scores: all three names = 1, less than three = 0



Q5. In Matilda, what did the 
Headmistress Trunchbull call Bruce 
Bogtrotter when she discovered that 
he had eaten her Cake?



The answer is……..

A thief! A crook! A pirate!, A brigand! A rustler!

Scores: one correct =0, two =1, three =1, four =2, five =3



Q6. In Esio Trot, TORTOISE NO. 5 weighs

a. 21 ounces
b. 19 ounces
c. 22 ounces
d. 17 ounces 



The answer is……..

a



Q7. In George’s Marvellous Medicine, 
what did Mr Kranky say about Mrs 
Kranky’s mother? (Fill in the blank)

‘She’s a pain in the ______’ Mr Kranky said. 



The answer is……..

neck



Q8. In The Witches, how did the Boy 
first describe the Grand High Witch?

a. Old
b. Quite pretty
c. Tiny
d. stylish



The answer is……..

c



Q9. In which book is there a chapter called 
“The Roly-Poly Bird to the Rescue”? 



The answer is……..

The Twits



Q10. Fill in the blanks

In Danny the Champion of the World, 
Danny’s father did not have a mouth 
smile, he had a (a)  smile. He had 
brilliant (b)  eyes and when he 
thought of something (c)  ,  his eyes 
would flash.



The answers are……..

(a) eye
(b) blue
(c) Funny

Scores: all three correct = 1, less than three correct = 0



End of (the best) Quiz

Your score is……….  (don’t lie!)


